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I am pleased to see such . interest in the abortion issue among students. Young I News Editor...............
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educated and tolerant society, especially as it concerns this issue.

I would like to offer the following figures which should help illustrate the point 

that women are able to make responsible reproductive choices without laws to tell 

them what they can and cannot do as regards such an important personal issue.

It is interesting to note that 92% of abortions performed in North America are done 

during the first trimester - that is, within the first 12 weeks.

The contents of the uterus are, at that time, a small amount of red liquid - a 

collection of cells which have no ears with which to hear, no eyes with which to sec and 

it feels no pain before, during or after the abortion.
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The anti-choice imagery of a tiny body being ripped assundcr is simply a fantasy. I Advertising Design... 

Any responsible and informed medical doctor knows that. An informed medical Business Manager.
practitioner would also know of the rarity of abortions being performed in the third I Graphic Artist.......
trimester.
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It is 0.4% of all abortions performed in North America and is almost
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always done because the life of the mother is in danger.

A law to protect the collection of cells in the early weeks of pregnancy is 

unnecessary as women, by-and-large, use abortidn wisely and responsibly. Those who 

don't are in the minority and they will still find ways in which to procure an abortion. 

Women have always known of ways in which to terminate an unwanted pregnancy.
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With regard to adoption, most people on waiting lists to adopt children want

There are 400,000 North American children - mostly

There are another two
normal, healthy, white infants.

non-white, older or with special needs, waiting for homes, 

million children living in homes where they are abused - sexually, physically or
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emotionally, who are in need of a safe, healthy environment in which to grow.

I find the argument that we are undermining the population of Canada as a result of

There is a population explosion
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abortion particularly offensive, not to mention racist.
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As a planet, Earth is becoming so over-run with humans, it can barely 

There are enough people on the planet to ensure the
largely failed.

sustain the population as it is. 

human race will not become extinct as a result of birth control or abortion. The whitc-
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faced, pink-cheeked variety might, if the argument holds, suffer.

I was asked a while back how long I had believed in abortion. I don't believe in 

I believe in choice. I have always believed in human right-and have workedabortion.
for several years at promoting women's rights in particular.

I am not pro-abortion. In an 
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education, pro-inexpensive and accessible contraception, pro

men with" respect for a woman's right to say no, and, if all that fails, I 

woman’s choice as to whether or not she wants to bring her pregnancy to
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I will not ènter a philosophical argument on whether or not the fetus has a soul and, 

if so, at what .point that soul enters the body. I don’t presume to know.
However, whî/t I will fight to the death for every woman's right to examine her own

that, to determine whether or not she will terminate a pregnancy 
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